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16B VISION
Introduction

1 : SeizeBits is a crypto engineering

organisation focused on blockchain technology

products and audits solutions, 

Seizebits aims work on web 3.0 builder based

on blockchain, which facilitates decentralized

websites and blogs development.

2 : 16B token (16B) represents the power of the

holders in our system, it’s the official currency

for all community SeizeBits (16B) products and

systems.

3 : Seize Bits Project is a term for an online

ecosystem that cuts out the big middlemen on

the Internet. Platforms on Web3 are not owned

by central gatekeepers and you wouldn’t

navigate the Internet through search engines

such as Google. It uses blockchain, the same

system used by cryptocurrencies and

nonfungible tokens (NFTs).



ROADMAP

Launch Phase 

Launch initial website

Launch 16B token on PancakeSwap

Telegram, Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, TikTok, and

Youtube

Marketing Campaigns

Growth Phase

4000 Holders 

Influencer Promotions & Influencer Marketing

Partnerships

Coinmarketcap Listing

BscScan Update

Expansion Phase

25000 Holders

DApp decentralized exchange crypto

Media Promotions

Project research and development



Blockchain Phase 

WEB 3.0 SeizeBits Blockchain Development

Web 3.0 Chain Testing & Launch

DApp payment APIs Development 

DeFi virtual academy

NFTs Marketplace

Audit Solutions

Date tokenisation

Energy tokenisation

DNA Ancestry Blockchain

Alternative Banking 

A decentralized financial (16B) system

democratizes finance and gives the unbanked

access to services that a traditional financial

institution would deny based on existing

standards.

SeizeBits DAPP & DEX

In the future, we will build a decentralized

swap (DAPP) and exchange (DEX),

where 16B Token will be used as one of the

key base assets as well as gas to be spent.



Futuristic projects

Date tokenisation Energy tokenisation DNA Blockchain

(16B) Benefits 

16B Token is not only limited for Buy / Sell / Hold, But

also has a real use case of payment system utility

globally. 

The Smart Contract has been renounced so that no

one can change its functions. In other words, nobody

controls or owns 16b Token.

TOTAL
SUPPLY 

100 
MILLIONS



Conclusion

There are many risks involved in other

cryptocurrencies. We understand this and have

the skills, and leadership to overcome them. 

16B Project aims to make decentralized finance

completely secure and to provide the most

secure payment system to multinational

companies and organizations, including

investors, around the world, allowing them to

easily and securely transact digital transactions

using blockchain technology and be able to own

their valuable assets.

SeizeBits is a fully Decentralized Cryptocurrency

based on the goal that it will be the safest Global

Digital Currency in the world and will be used

worldwide as a payment method. A Digital

Currency that will not be owned or controlled by

any individual, organization, entity, or group, and

SeizeBits has been launched as the world's

largest Digital Currency owned by `You´.



THANK YOU
Find out more here

seizebits.net

@SeizeBitsToken

@seizebitstoken

STAY TUNED

https://seizebits.net/

